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Committee unanimously
votes to increase health fee
By Denise-Marie Williams
OF THE STAFF

UNF students will pay a 30cent increase per credit hour in
student health fees next year
rather than the 70-cent increase
the Fee Assessment Committee
proposed three weeks ago.
The increase needed to fund
campus counseling center sala
ries and benefits was challenged
when Student Government As
sociation Parliamentarian An
thony Williams suggested us
ing the almost $56,000 in Stu
dent Health Services reserves to
pay for counseling services.
Williams said although the
reserve will not cover the
$ 123,000 needed to counterbal
ance the three percent univer
sity budget reduction, the re
serve will “take a big chunk out
of it...and cut what the students
have to contribute from their
own pockets.”
“I think it’s very important
that this university begins to lis
ten to the student body and pro
vide it services,” he said. “I per
sonally was very impressed with
the counseling center ... I’ve
used the services myself.”
Williams said the remaining
$67,000 needed to fund the
oounooling oontorooυld t>o gon

erated by raising the student fee

25 cents and charging a $5 walk
in fee for counseling services.
He said the walk-in charge
would affect only those who use
the on campus services.
Committee member Fred
Sudlersaid since private therapy
sessions cost about $90 per onehour session, a $5 charge for
those services would not be un
reasonable.
“The reality is everything’s
going to cost,” he said. “There
are no freebies out there any

counseling center]. Even though
$5 doesn’t seem like much, some
can’t afford it.”
Brook was not the only com
mittee member who disagreed
with the walk-in fee.
“I have some real reserves
about it,” said Hank Camp. “I
would feel ethically and, to some
extent, morally uncomfortable
knowing I am sending [students
to the counseling center], know
ing that Γm sending them to a
campus service when, in fact,

where."
He added, “We’re already
sinking and we’re sounding the
alarm now.”
Many committee members
argued the walk-in fee would
discourage students from using
the services. Members proposed
adding five cents to the 25-cent
proposal, eliminating the walk
in charge.
“[Private counseling] is not
something students do just be
cause it’s free,” said Jo Brooke,
who has worked at the counsel
ing center for almost 20 years.
“It’s not a fun thing to do.
“Students already have to
look for outside funding to af
ford anti-depressant and anti
anxiety medication, so I know

they’re going to have to shell
out five bucks up front.
“Plugging another nickel into
the 25-cent [fee], spread across
the board would allow all stu
dents to know the door is still
open,” he added. “People won’t
have to be discouraged because
of $5.”
The members decided the 30cent health fee increase com
bined with the health service
reserve will cover counseling
center funding.
“This is not a long-term so
lution, but a stop-gap measure,”
said Camp. “It takes care of
things until next year and then
next year’s committee wil have
a huge arguement in teιτns of
‘What do we do next?’
Qnm0f∖nn,c ∣jrUr⅛0 tr∖ R∕
tkoro would bo ctudαntc uι¼o
would not come [to a charging this [issue] again very soon.”

Students get new ID card
The OspreyCard, UNF’s
new official identification,
will allow students of the near
future to use one card for
vending, library, calling card,
ATM, meal plans and en
trance to campus events.
Immediate uses for the
new card are entrance to cam
pus events and facilities and
access to housing laundry
vending. By January 1996,
the card will double as a li

Wade Thompson, aphysical therapy major who lives
on campus, said “I like it.”
Thompson, a junior, said,
“They have basically the
same program at Florida
State. All the people I know
there seem to like it. Γm look
ing forward to it.”
Campus
resident
Carmella Holmes, a fresh
man communications major,
said, “I think it will be conve
nient to have it all in one
card.”

brary card and by next fall, it
will be used for meal plans
and as an ATM card.
“It was the time to up
grade,” said Ray Szaltis, di
rector of Auxiliary Services.
“The old cards could be
erased with a regular pencil
eraser. The new process is
more durable. And they’re
better-looking.”
Students presenting a cur
rent ID will receive the new
card for free.
The old university ID will
no longer be accepted for
entrance to campus events
starting Monday. But until
the new card can be used at
the library, it will be neces
sary for students to keep both

New cards will be made
from Monday through Satur
day in Bldg. 14, Room 1606,
not in the ID card office.
During this time, there will
be several ID picture stations
to rapidly issue new cards.
Hours for the re-carding
stations this week are as fol
lows:
• Tuesday and Wednes
day: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
• Thursday and Friday:
8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
• Saturday: 8:30 a.m.-2
p.m.
Auxiliary Services is bor
rowing money from the Com
munications budget to help
fund the new equipment.
“It’s an expensive pro-

By Amy Roundtree
OF THE STAFF
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Improve Quality of Classroom Instruction

if a university committee’s plan
is approved.
The Differential Tuition
Committee decided Friday to
allocate 41 percent of the fee
income to update computer labs
on campus, including new lab
computers, file servers, wiring,
printers, other hardware and
software.
Differential tuition is an ad
ditional hourly tuition fee
charged by Florida’s nine pub
lic universities. At UNF, differ
ential tuition is 10 percent of
regular tuition .charged perhour.
Lance Taylor, director of
Computing Services, said the
additional money will help pay

university’s access to the
Internet. There are 32 telephone
lines for use by the UNF com
munity for access to electronic
mail, university computers, and
the Internet.
Another 20 lines exist for the
general education community.
However, those lines do not al
low the use of common Internet
applications such as Netscape
Navigator.
The money allocated Friday
would pay for over 100 new
telephone lines and highspeed
modems for dial-in access, in
cluding graphical applications
like Netscape.
The allocation also will pay

“If anyone had told me that 1
would come someplace even
further behind than the federal

for 75 to 100 new computers a
year. “Students are standing in
line now to use the equipment
we have,” he said.
Some students may take ad
vantage of extended computer
lab hours, which will cost
$36,000. General-use labs will
open earlier in the morning and
rem ain open later in the evening.
Department-specific labs will
get a minimum 20-hour-a-week
boost in their operating hours, w
Another $225,000 will help
purchase portable computers
and projection equipment for
classroom use. “Right now we
are limited to six locations on
campus where faculty can dem
onstrate computer technology,”
Taylor said.
Another $50,000 will help
expand the recently-opened
Center for Instruction and Re

for the development of an insti
tutional database to provide stu
dents, faculty and staff with in
formation about class schedules,
student records and financial aid.
This database will be developed
with $125,000 in differential
tuition revenue.
According to a handout de
scribing
administration’s
planned uses of the revenue,
university officials are interested
in using the World Wide Web
for information delivery. “The
Uni versity of Delaware has gone
almost exclusively to a World
Wide Web delivery system,”
Taylor said.
Bob Fagen, vice president of
administration and finance, said
UNF’s computer systems are
between $8 million and $10
million behind leading-edge
technology.

government, I would have
laughed at them,” said Fagen,
who worked for the federal gov
ernment for20 years before com ing to UNF. “We can’t afford to
be as far behind as we are.”
When the university ap
proved differential tuition last
fall, a similar spending program
was put in place. However, the
rules for the fee set by the state
Board of Regents differed from
those put in place by the state
legislature, so the legislature
delayed implementation.
“This year they reinstated
differential tuition, so we had to
find out how we were going to
spend [the revenue],” said com
mittee chairman Anthony Will
iams.
The plan approved Friday is
similar to the one approved last
year.

Provide classroom-based computing and projection equipment
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Osprey

sports
this
week
Wednesday
Volleyball
Men’s Soccer

St. Leo, 7:30 p.m.
Embry-Riddle, 7:30 p.m.

Friday
Men’s Soccer
Women's Soccer

at Jacksonville University, 4 p.m.
at Brevard C. C., 4 p.m.

Saturday
Volleyball
Cross country

Women’s soccer

Barry, 7:30 p.m.
Sunshine State Conference
Championship, Melbourne
at Palm Beach Atlantic, 7 p.m.

Monday
Golf

FAU/PGA Intercollegiate
Palm Beach Gardens

Tuesday
Golf

FAU/PGA Intercollegiate
Palm Beach Gardens
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Welfare bill may restrict immigrant financial aid
TAMPA (AP) — A
provision in the welfare
reform bill pending in
Congress may deny financial
aid to legal immigrants by
making it more difficult for
them to qualify.
The bill doesn’t deny
financial aid to immigrants
outright. Instead, it would
require immigrant students
to count the financial
resources of their American
sponsors as well as their own
resources when applying for
student aid.
That would push many
legal immigrant students
over the threshold of
eligibility, even though their
sponsors could not really
afford to help them that
much.
“We think this will have
a substantial deleterious
effect on students,” said Ed
Elmendorf of the American
Association of State
Colleges and Universities.
He estimates about 500,000
immigrant students get
financial aid nationwide.
There are about 13,000
legal immigrant students
attending Florida’s state

Graham, D-Florida, arguing
unsuccessfully against the
provision last month.
Immigrant students and their
families pay taxes. They also
are trying “to improve
themselves by hard work, by
education, by increasing their
ability to contribute to the well
being of themselves, their
families, their communities and
their nation,” Graham said.
But the plan’s primary
sponsor, Sen. Alan Simpson,
R-Wyoming, argued that
American taxpayers don’t want
to support immigrants.
“Please remember that the
folks affected by this ... were
admitted as immigrants only—
only — after they and their
sponsors promised that they
would not become dependent
on public assistance at any time,
period,” Simpson said.
“The overriding understand
ing of the American people is
that the immigrant will not be
come a burden upon the tax
payers or the public.”
Graham said the current
system will cost about $600
million during the next five
years. Considering the small
difference that would make in

Simpson’s office did not
return a. call Tuesday from
the St. Petersburg Times
seeking comment.
The Republican-backed
bill has passed both houses
of Congress but is still being
adjusted in a conference
committee before being sent
to President Clinton.
EmiΓe Harty, 23, who
came from Jamaica at age 6,
works at a Pizza Hut now.
But when he graduates from
the University of South
Florida next May, he hopes
to begin a career teaching
emotionally handicapped
children.
“I probably wouldn’t be
where I am right now if I
hadn’t gotten financial aid,”
hesaid. “Neither my mother
nor I could have afforded to
pay the tuition costs along
with everything else. When
I entered college, all six of
herchildren were in college.
“I
believe
the
government needs to save
some money,” he said. “But
there are some few things I
don’t think should be
touched. Education is one
of them, because education

financial aid.
“Here are people, trying
to do exactly what the
American dream is all
about,” said Sen. Bob

said he suspects that those who
want to cut off aid to immigrants
are more interested in scoring
political points than in saving
money.

... I do not believe taking
away schooling from anyone
is the way. That will create
more problems than it
solves.”

universities and getting the federal deficit, Elmendorf isaninγcstmcnιinthcfiιturei

Jacksonville women ‘take back the night’
By Sarah Etter
OF THE STAFF

Jacksonville women and city officials spoke
out against domestic violence at the Take Back
The Night rally Oct. 18 at the Jacksonville Land
ing.
The rally was part of a nationwide Week
Without Violence. Almost 50 people attended
the hour-long event. Speakers included YWCA
Executive Director Pat Hannan, State Attorney
Harry Shorstein, Hubbard House Chief Execu
tive Officer Rita DeYoung and Frank Mackesy
of Men Against Violence Against Women.
Robbin Bach provided inspirational music.
An open tnike forum gave survivors of vio
lence the opportunity to relate their experiences
in sometimes emotional exhortations. One
speaker, who said she had been raped at 14 years
old, invoked a boisterous response when she
ended her speech with “No means no.”
“The number one cause of injury to women in
this country is violence... I say that stinks, folks.
It’s time to change that. How do we change it?”
Mackesy asked. “We have little girls who are
growing up to be the victims of violence. We
have little boys who are growing up to think
[violence] is OK.”
“There comes a time in someone’s life when
they get sick and tired of it all,” rally participant
Deborah Jordan said. “I feel good about myself
today.”
Members of the Alpha Chi Omega sorority
attended the rally as part of their philanthropic
cause.
“Our main focus is battered women,” AXO
vice president of education Gina Sweat said, “As

strong women ourselves, we must help those in
need.”
AXO member Christy Parrish said children
and teenage participants brought home the im
pact of violence.
“I thought the statements the women made
[in the open mike forum] were very touching,”
she said.
Sponsors of the rally included YWCA,
Hubbard House, the UNF Women’s Center, the
National Organization for Women, the Gateway
Girl Scout Council and Jacksonville University.
“The National YWCA challenged Ameri
cans to live for one week without violence ...
Locally, in an effort to recognize, support and
unify our community, a ‘Take Back The Night’
rally [was held] at the Jacksonville Landing,”
Hannan said. “The event was a great success in
bringing awareness to domestic violence issues
and plans are already underway for a rally next
year.”
“I would say get involved with learning about
what’s happening with violence against women
in ourcommunity and ourcountry,” UNF victim
advocate Beth Hughes said. “I think that applies
to women and men... People in general can help
by not supporting ideas and jokes that degrade
women.”
Jacksonville Jaguars majority owner Wayne
Weaver said he attended the rally to show sup
port for the cause of fighting violence against
women.
‘[The rally is] just something that’s needed to
bring it into focus and understand how prevalent
[abuse of women] is in our society,” he said.
“The system is still not perfect,”
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The Best Plan For
Your Health Is The One
You Really Want

Why do so many UNF
students take Kaplan?
Classes start Oct 23

Classes start Sept 18

GMAT
MCAT
Classes start Oct 26

Classes start Ian. 8

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most*
We'll show you the
proven skills and test
taking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

Guaranteed Results!
If you want to choose a doctor that you already know.
If you want a health care plan that’s known for quality.
If you want the dependability that comes from a name you know and trust.
If you want the convenience of doctors and hospitals that are nearby.
If you want the card that’s always recognized and accepted.
If you want it all in a health care plan that’s surprisingly affordable.
Then you really want today’s Health Options and Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida.

If your employer gives you the option, ask for what you really want.
Or call us today at 1-800-766-3737. And put the Blues® behind you.

It’s Good To Have The Blues* Behind You.
Blue Cross
Blue Shield

Free Seminars! F-l Information/1-20 Documentation
Call (904) 731-5500

of Ronda

HEALTH OPTIONS.
, Health Optwm. ■ »ul»»diary of Blur Crow and Blur Shield of Honda hat full acvτrd>tat⅛x> from The National Committer far Quality Awur≡κr, an independent non-profit
organization located in Washington. DC th* accredits managed care <κganmrw∣n< Blur Cγom and Blue Shield of Honda. Inc ami Health Option* Inc are Independent
Lkmaeea of the Blur Cπ>u and Blue Shield ∖svw*um ® Registered marfa of the Blue Crow and Blue SluekJ A*MκsatMm *Rrgjdrrrd mart of Blur Crow and Blue Shield

of Flood* l∏c

Kaplan has the most complete
arsenal of test prep tools available.
From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with
computerized analysis to great
teachers who really carez nobody
offers you more ways to practice.

N510BP2C

Kaplan
Test Prep
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Who ya gonna call when
the water goes out?
Last week they did it to the university community again. Luckily, it wasn’t
the power or the phones this time, but a nearly four-hour drought.
Stuff like this seems to be happening an awful lot lately, even for new a
campus with so many new or nearly new buildings. Students who live on campus
do not pay to have trouble getting hot water, or any water at all for that matter,
they expect to have some semblance working order in the mechanics of their
residence.
Is UNF being cheap and holding out on making improvements that would
vastly increase the quality of life on campus? Probably not. They want to grow
as a university as much as residents want working dorms. The real problem may
lie in who is responsible for what problems, and the trouble in reporting them.
When there is a problem such as non-functioning water, what time period should
elapse before the situation is called in, or writen on a resident assistant’s
maintenance list? And how long does it take that RA to report such a problem
to the proper people? And how long does it take for the proper people, rightly
informed, to do something about it?
And what happens if the problem does not involve housing? This latest event
was a campus-wide experience, and as such, it opened the leagues of people who
could have noticed and cared enough to report it tenfold. But how? There must
be a proper hierarchy to go through, but nobody really knows what it is.

How about cutting out the middlemen (or women) and call housing or
maintenance, or some other department that has something to do with the
problem being experienced? This will get results quicker, and will probably
keep the servicemen from having to be out here at midnight besides.
This begs one final question ... What happens on the weekends?

Fee assessment committee misses
again; Kuethe’s plan deserves scrutiny
The fee assessment committee blew it. Where it should have found a lasting
solution to the problem created when the Department of Student Affairs dumped
salaries for the counseling center on Student Health Services ’ budget, members
instead recommended a band-aid approach to a hemorrhaging wound. In using
$56,000 in windfall money as an opportunity to cut the proposed boost from 70
cents per credit hour to 30 cents per credit hour, the committee has in one fell
swoop solved their own problem and created a larger one for next year’s
committee. Or, to be more specific, 56,000 of them.
The committee should have taken the extra time to consider long-term
ramifications, rather than deciding it isn’t their problem. Now it could become
everybody’s problem.
We applaud Student Government Association President Josh Kuethe’s
proposal to form a committee to look into student fees and the agencies those
fees pay for and report back with suggestions for improvement. However, his
current plan that this committee be SGA-only is unwise, especially when
considering the athletic fee. While the athletic department is primarily funded
by student fees, it is a marketing arm for all of the university, and SGA’s
traditional “cut ’em to the bone, then cut more” rhetoric seems unwise when it
comes to athletics.
While the idea behind the committee is excellent, we wonder whether it will
do some good or whether it will be another of those committees that simply slips
into obscurity within weeks of its formation.
Sadly, it also comes up short when looking at Student Health Services. As
the fee assessment committee proved over the course of its deliberations, a
student-only committee might unfairly restrict access to an essential university
service.

The views expressed in signed opinion columns and

letters to the editor represent the opinions of the

individual authors and do not necessarily represent the
opinion of the Spinnaker, its staff members, or the

University of North Florida. We welcome letters from
students, faculty, and the local community. Please
include a name and telephone number on a typewritten

copy one week prior to publication. Names will be
withheld by request. Unsigned submissions will not be

considered for publication. The Spinnaker does not
guarantee publication of submitted matierals.

Letters to the Editor
Student asks for return of
column
Hey, where’s Kendrick Chua? Why
aren’t people pissed off? Hello ... is
anyone out there?
Kendrick’s piece is very important.
There is this thing in this nation called
free speech and freedom of the press. I
have never seen Kendrick have to with
draw any of his opinions, so he obvi
ously is not making factual errors.
Every university has someone that ful
fills 'the rote Kendrick is filling. He
tells us when things are messed up on
campus and draws our attention to some
of the dumber things this university
has done (or failed to do). Unfortu
nately, he has been censored and UNF
has lost his valuable opinion.
I always looked forward to
Kendrick’s article, and I miss it. It
hurts to know that a precious gem like
Kendrick has been lost to the readers.
His columns drove many of us to ac
tion and then anger, and al the very
least they were humorous. I for one
would like to see his regular piece back
in the Spinnaker.
Mary Anthony
Junior, Psychology

Lab assistant calls for more
informed computer users
So you don’t like the assistance that
you are receiving in the lab? Well,
maybe if you weren’t so busy crying
about how ignorant you are you would
realize that the lab assistants are stu
dents just like you. Many of us have not
had formal training and just rely on the
knowledge we acquire through experi
ence. Hey if you want some one who’s
going to know everything from run
ning photoshop, to making spreadsheet
graphs, to programming in eight dif
ferent languages, you’re going to need
someone who has a brain the size of his
body. We know the basics but you’re
going to have to figure out what you
want to do yourself.
The biggest problem with users is
that they don’t even bother reading

iiβ

what is right in front of them. They
somehow expect the computer to know
exactly what they are thinking and when
it doesn’t they don’t want to figure out
why, they want someone to cry to. You
know, if you want to double-space
your paper and you can’t figure out
how to do it, m aybe you should take the
incentive to look at the layout menu
that is illustriously displayed at the top
of the screen. Hey, double-spacing your
paper is a form of laying out your
paper. THINK people.
I don’t know how some people got
into college if they don’t have enough
sense to at least attempt to do some
thing on their own. For some reasons
everybody thinks that they need to be
baby-sat through every step that needs
to be taken when using a computer.
Millions of people successfully use
computers everyday who don’t know
the first thing about how it works, yet
for some reason, intelligent college

While I realize that this tetter may
do little, if anything, to improve the
repressive state of ideas at the univer
sity, and that I can only go by what is
actually printed, which may not be the
whole story, as long as the American
system allows me the opportunity to
write my ideas I will do so.
I recoil with disgust at your October
17 edition of the Spinnaker, where you
took great lengths to mention the blind
censorship of Kendrick Chua.
Whether I agree or disagree with
these two is irrelevant. What matters is
that a free thinking (supposedly) state
university like UNF MUST preserve

students are afraid of attempting to
function at a computer.
I find many students who come in
to use the lab to be rude, impatient and
really don’t want to know how to use a
computer, but just want some one to do
their work for them. Many questions
people ask are so vague that it is often
necessary for the lab assistant to ask
the user some questions. I have had
more users get angry at me for asking
them questions than anything else. In
most cases if a user can describe their
problem to me I can tell them how to
fix it, this way next time the user has
the same problem they can fix it them
selves.
Maybe if many of the users who
come in here would drop their imma
ture fear of computers and try to team
something on their own, I for one
wouldn’t be so cynical when someone
really needs some help. So if I have
offended some of you out there, Γm
sorry you think that it is a sin for
someone to expect you to think for
yourself.
This does not necessarily reflect the

the free exchange of ideas. We live in
the United States of America, where
small-minded individuals forget that
there is a cost to every freedom.
In this episode, the cost of freedom
of speech and press is that unpopular
and sometimes un-American views are
brought up. This must be allowed to
happen if we are to keep our intellec
tual freedoms and remain competitive
in the world today. If you don’t agree
with any particular viewpoint, you have
the freedom to disregard it, but not the
freedom to keep it from others.
I am an alumnus of this university,
and will graduate with an MBA in two
months. When the university comes
calling for donations to my college, the
cupboard will be bare. It will be that
way as long as small-thinking indi
viduals who run the flow of informa
tion and ideas of this university con
tinue to censor unappealing thoughts.
If all alumni felt this way, Γm sure this
type of censorship would quickly cease
to occur.
Keith E. Johnson, CPA
Alumnus

Readers;
^ ome of you don’t seem to get it.
In the past few weeks, we’ve had some very good
letters come in dial we just canTpriπt. I especially enjoyed
the one dated Oct. 11 about the Orlando Magic’s recent
scrimmage which said, in part, “This past Tuesday re
vealed that we are no longer an institution for higher
learning, but rather a high-class moneymaker and profes
sional sports arena.”
The writer went on to say the parking situation Oct. 10,
the day of the scrimmage, was uancccptablc. (S)hc made
some very valid suggestions regaling event planning at
the university. I have to tell you, I was really looking
forward to running this letter. Then I tumed’to the second
page and saw? the “signature:”
.
“T.L.B.
Student and University Employee’’
Oops. So much for my plan to publish that letter. For
those ofyou that don’t already know, it’s like this: we will
withhold names from letters to the editor if the writer
requests it. However, we will not run letters that don’t
have a name and phone number al die bottom.
Tħisρolicy exists forourown protection and foryours.
For reasons best explained byO.J. Simpson’s legal drcam
team, we need to be able to verify who is sending letters to

views of Computing Services or its
employees. This is solely the opinion
of the author.
Christopher Park
Sophomore

Alumnus protests
censorship in University

the editor. Let me quote you <r hypothetical: Someone
sends us a letter for puWicatloOspousing views you find
repugnant, but wither name on h. We publish this letter
as is. You don’rknow this teller has been sent to us. Your
friends, classmates, professors and (possibly) eo-wprkers see that letter with your name on it before you do. The
first lime you see it is when someone shows it to you and
demands lo know bow you could hold those repugnant
views. Now. how do you feel?
I know how t would feel: violated, infuriated and
litigious. That’s why we request that letter*writers put
their name and phone number at the end. A home address
would be nice, too, as would the date you write the letter.
And it would be really nice if you would keep it under
500 words.
If you feci what you havetq θy could come back and
haunt you, letus know and we wiS call you to confirm that
you want to leave your name out. Your opinions will still
be published, and it’s better than being leaned on by an
administrator in a really big building.
If you don’t Follow these guidelines, we won’t publish
your tetter. End of discussion.
⅞ ?
Tom Kopacz
Editor-in-Chi^f. the Spinnaker
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The grammar police are coming

On My Mind...

by Mike Goldin
Monday, four o’clock. We were working the
day watch out of Punctuation. The boss was
Capt. Clause. My partner’s Participle. Γm Ser
geant SemiColon. Jacksonville was nearing rush
hour, and we were getting ready to hit the streets
for a stake-out.
We had heard through a secret informant,
Deep Demonstrative, that a major shipment of
illegal commas was coming in off the river on the
Southside. Since commas are a controlled punc
tuation mark, we needed to shut down this ring of
grammar launderers before it grew into epi
demic proportions.
The Capt. had warned us that this drop might
be especially important, because the suspects
were college students.
“Once they get their first taste of the comma,
they’re hooked,” he told us. “It’s like the English
classes they take in school are gone forever. Pure
criminals.”
•

knew these guys were in serious need of speech
lessons.
“Hey, Louis... Mfffmmffffyouse Harrraarrra
over heyah immidiamente,” a sorry sounding
vocal yelled over the din.
We moved closer for the second time that
evening, sure that this time would be the one that
counted. We were right.

• ,

As we drove to the St. Johns, I asked Parti
ciple if she had ever used a controlled punctua
tion mark. The response shocked me. She was a
street kid who peddled discarded apostrophes,
appositives, modifiers and other odds and ends
until once she happened upon a quotation mark.
Even though selling a single mark is against the
law, she had to in order to feed herself and put a
roof over her family. The lone quote brought in
around $40, and helped her last a few more days,
but the buyer was an undercover Grammar Police
man who took pity on her, and busted her, showing
her the right way to live. Ever since that day, she
wanted to be a GP just like that honest man.
When we arrived at the appointed place, we
sat and waited. It was about six, and the drop was
expected to go down around seven, just after
dark. After a dull hour and a half, we heard some
trees rustling. Our red pens cocked, we slowly
proceeded toward the noise. It was a squirrel.

A dinghy, so full with boxes that it was barely
still afloat, rolled precariously with the little
valleys and ridges the water created that windy
night. All we had to do was catch them transfer
ring the goods to their buddies, probably from
the University of North Florida, and we could
raid them, seize the boxes, and hold each and
every one of those sleazeballs for illegal posses
sion and sale of multiple commas. The Colon
code allows for maximum sentencing in such a
crime in the form of fifteen years hard labor —
writing “I will not possess or sell illegal commas
ever again” on a blackboard. Each incorrect
spelling or fingernail screech adds six months to
the term. No parole is allowed.
A few minutes later, a crude version of the
Batman signal shone dimly in the sky, and our
unsuspecting dinghies began to carry their load
on shore near the origin of the light. After we
took pictures of each side inspecting the goods
and trading those goods for cash, we went in.
Though some got away by jumping in the river
(I would not like to be them —r those oil-slicked
manatees are just starving for a good meal), we
got the majority of them. In getting a closer look
at the stock in the boxes, we found the illegal
items cleverly hidden inside of their school news
paper, the Spinnaker.
Looking over the paper in order to prove our
case against them, we showed the seditious stu
dents just where we knew their crime to be:
“Page two, column six, sentence five; Illegal
use of a comma. Page five, top left, line 17;
Illegal use of a semicolon”... and so it went on for
the remainder of the night. We filed our report,
carefully checked for possible corruption from
within (grammar offenders are especially clever
in making the GP look bad through faulty for
matting in reports filed that become public

At eight, low voices began to come from the
riverbank, just below our position. The small,
lapping waves obscured the exact words, but we

record), and left to greet our families as they
woke up, confident that Jacksonville was once
again safe for proper punctuation.

Strange things hang from the mirror

Staff Column
Staff Column

by Denise-Marie Williams
I saw a naked woman hanging out of the truck
in front of me this morning.
Barbie was dangling from the window by her
long, golden locks and wasn’t even wearing
pasties. Go free, girl; feel the breeze!
Naked Barbie ended up in the middle of
Beach Boulevard this morning. But no one
seemed to notice.
Which made me wonder what Barbie was
doing hanging out a window at some traffic light.
Or what she was doing in that man-packed 4X4
in the first place.
I realized later the same morning that people
carry some weird things in their cars and trucks.
I stopped to take a peek inside quite a few
windows on my way across the UNF parking lot.
Of course, there was the basic CD/tape stacks
and coin catchers. And several cars sported baby
seats and book bags. Once in a while, Γd see
jewelry hanging from rear view mirrors and hair

accessories wrapped around the stick shift.
I saw a 1991 high school-graduation tassel
hanging'from someone’s mirror. (Are you still
that proud of yourself?) Trade that thing in for
some fuzzy dice, babe.
I caught sight of deodorant cans and baseball
caps, clothes-packed laundry baskets and pez
dispensers. Someone had Playboy magazines on
the passenger seat and a pink elephant lamp on
the floor.
Who’s the chick with the dirty socks and
grimy underwear hanging across the back seat?
She’s got taste in men, whoever she is—she
keeps her man’s photo on her dashboard in a
heart-shaped gold frame.
There ’ s a Lambda Chi Honda out there some
where with crumpled green satin adorning its
back seat and condom wrappers on the floor—
someone got lucky in the parking garage. And
they didn’t leave home without the Rainy Forest
air freshener.
Stuffed animals, Taco Bell wrappers, an in
flatable blue monkey, goldfish in a plastic bag
and an avacado and banana facial scrub.
Someone has Naked Barbie in a noose hang
ing from the car ceiling.
Poor Barbie.

INTRODUCING
THE NO-BRAINER FUNDRAISER!

Do they allow mousetraps in Disneyton?

Mr. and Mrs. Smith: you’ve just decided to
pay through the nose to live in the land of makebelieve. Where are you going?
Yep. You’re going to Disney World.
Celebration, Disney’s $2.5 billion pre-fab
“hometown” near Orlando, will soon be select
ing the first of its eventual 20,000 residents. For
$127,000 and up for a home, or $650 and up for
an apartment, the lucky Celebrationites will get
to live in a community that is clean-cut old-time
America, right down to the genuine white picket
fences (oops, they’re plastic—nevermind). The
town promises a return to a time when everyone
had a happy, stable, heterosexual family and
there was none of the modem nastiness of crime,
social strife and bad manners. (OK, no one said
anything about Celebration being “straights
only.” But in my opinion, if you think the sort of
people who’ll buy into Celebration are going to
want to have a weekend cook-out with their gay
neighbor at the end of the block, you’re in a
fantasy land of your own.)
The flaw in Celebration’s premise is it would
be a return to a place we’ve never been.
News flash: there was murder, prostitution,
adultery, corruption and plain-old misery in
1950. And 1930. And 1890. And 1066, for that
matter.
But never you mind. Fantasy, after all, is
what made Disney the gargantuan, mercenary
corporation it is today.
Bringing fantasy to life, however, is tricky

free? Well, the ground rules for life in Disney’s
little town haven’t been released yet, but with
their squeaky-clean reputation on the line, you
can bet that a company that dictates how em
ployees can wear facial hair and airbrushes out
cleavage in ad photos is going to want a very big
say in how residents mind their own business. I
don’t know what Disney might say about, for
instance, someone drinking a cold beer on his
front porch in the evening, to say nothing of a
Celebrationite sleeping with his neighbor’s wife
while the neighbor is off whistling while he
works. Real life is mighty sticky. Keeping it
fantasy-perfect is going to be an exercise in
family-fun fascism.
On that note, let me just say that Celebration
interests me not because it’s a Disney project
(after crap like Pocahontas, who cares what they
do?), but because of its value as an experiment.
A lol of people are clamoring for a return to the
fictional world Celebration will try to embody.
Family values, patriotism and social responsibil
ity are hot spots on the political landscape.
Unfortunately, such things—morality, honor,
duty — are matters of the heart, and you can’t
legislate the heart. If we the people choose to live
“amorally,” then we will, and establishing a
minority view of what America should be is
going to take some control.
And control is just what some people are
advocating — control of the Internet, of your
local video store, of your bedroom. It seems we
the people are children and the guardians of all
that is “right” are ready to step up and play
babysitter. You can’t read this or smoke that.
Stop it right now, or you’ll get a spanking from
the nice DEA agent in the black body armor.
Celebration, then, will be a test using extreme
doses — like when we feed lab rats the equiva

business. It takes some very, very tight control
— something else Disney is famous for. I know.
I’ve had a few buck-the-system friends who
didn’ t fare too well in the happiest place on earth.
If you don ’ t want to do things their way in Disney
World—walk this way, ride this ride, look at our
beautiful Disney merchandise — you might find
friendly security people taking you to a less
restrictive part of the park— namely, the outside.
And good luck finding a part of the Magic
Kingdom where you aren’t being constantly
monitored by security cameras and park staff
(it’s a small world after all).
What does all this say for Celebration, al
ready billing itself as both trouble- and crime-

lent of thirty pounds of saccharine a day to see if
they get spleen cancer or whatever. By careful
observation, we will be able to determine what
will happen when a nation tries to micro-manage
the behavior of 250 million people (as if we
couldn’t guess).
I think the experiment will fail (although I
don ,t think that will stop anyone from trying it on
the rest of us). And as for the Celebrationites,
well, let’s just say they may march into theirnew
homes humming “When You Wish Upon A
Star” — with visions of Goofy as their milkman
and Mickey Mouse delivering the mail — but I
think before it’s over they’ll be singing a differ
ent tunc.

Staff Column
Staff Column

by Morris Lary

MADRID

HOW DOES IT WORK! It's easy! Have your Sorority/ Fraternity or Student Group
help us c∞rdinate promotions from various financial/ telecommunications companies
and your group makes moneyl It's so easy we call it a No Brainerl You make money
and it doesn't cost you a dime.

Spanish Caribbean Food - New World Cuisine

HOW DO YOU GET STARTED? Even easier! Just give us a call. We'll answer all your
questions and schedule your No-Brainer Fundraiser. We'll come and work with your
group for the scheduled days...then you receive your check!!l

Cuban sandwiches, chicken and steak
prepared in the Spanish Caribbean style, and
Larry’s Famous Green Chili

IT'S EASY! ∙ IT'S MINDLESS! ∙ IT'S A NO-BRAINER!!!

$TD START CALL US AT: 1-8DD-B69-7B7B
I λ,M. ID 5 F.M. CENTRAL

Open Monday - Thursday 11 am to 2:30 pm
Friday and Saturday from 11 am to 9 pm
Beach Blvd & St. Johns Bluff next to From Me to You Consignment shop
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Campus growth may hurt preservation work, say conservationists
By Nicole Bodenschatz
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Upon stepping into the vine-blan
keted forest, there is a welcome and
merciful lowering of temperature. The
air is soft and the ground is still damp
from a summer rain. At the beginning
of the trail, roots gnarl the blackened
ground like veins on an old hand.
Later, the trail narrows and grass
closes in on both sides. The musty
smell of the nearby lake drifts by on a
light breeze. A spider web waits for
prey next to the path. To its side, three
red berries of a cedar peek from be
hind dark green palmetto leaves.
Ahead, an emerald green dragon
fly navigates the snaking path, then
moves upward into the grapevines that
cover the trees to the left of the walk
way. Something rustles on the right.
Branches fall. A large, mean animal?
No. A scarlet bird, as big as a pigeon,
moves and makes all that ruckus. It’s
a sound that would only seem loud in
so quiet a place.
Thisisthe 1.5 mile Blueberry Trail,
one of the three marked, self-guiding
nature trails on the 1,000 acre campus

of UNF. The othertwo are the Golden
rod Trail which is 2.5 miles and the
Red Maple Boardwalk which runs
about 1,600 feet along Lake Oneida
and is wheelchairaccessible. The paths
are part of the most used area of
the nature preserve, espe
cially once the weather
turns cooler in mid-Oc
tober. Then the area
comes alive with visi
tors. Some take the rig
orous hike offered by
Park Ranger John
Golden once a week.
Others enjoy picnicking
and camaraderie at the shore
of Lake Oneida where a few take ad
vantage of the fishing. Every once in a
while, a teacher will bring a class for a
tour or for the ranger to lead them in
doing a cross-section of the preserve’s
five complete ecosystems to gather
samples of perhaps soil or plant life.
But there is more to this preserve than
most people see and that’s why it may
be in danger.
UNF opened in the fall of 1972
with an enrollment of 2,000, the only

campus in the country on a nature
preserve. Today it remains the only
university in the nation with such a
unique and valuable location, but its
attendance has grown to over 10,000.
With more people comes the
need for more classroom
space. In the past few
years, a new building
housing the College of
Health has been built,
along with a parking
garage and a loop road
that will one day con
nect to Kernan Rd. in
an attempt to help allevi
ate traffic problems. Even
with the new garage, parking is still a
hassle on the largely commuter cam
pus, and yet another building is under
construction. The school is bursting at
the seams.
While an increasing number of stu
dents is a major boon to the young
university, it may not be good for the
wilderness surrounding it. Unfortu
nately, only an immediate threat to the
ecosystem, like new construction
plans, inspires enough interest in the

He grabbed the pebble! Time to go to UNF!
By Dana McElroy
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Mind over matter.This idea is found deep
in the core of relaxation. To find one’s inner
strength and soul, the mind must do the search
ing, not the eyes.
When attempting this, reality must he
subtracted from the equation, leaving only
inner peace and a positive attitude. Fortu
nately, this sport, known as Tae Kwon EX),
has become one of the fastest growing martial
arts throughout time.
Derived from earlier Korean forms of
combat, Tae Kwon Do has 30 million stu
dents including over 2 million black belts in
more than 120 countries. Along with interna
tional championships, Tae Kwon Do takes
pupils to many national championships and
local tournaments.
However, there also exists the self-de
fense aspect of the art. The students are taught
basic and advanced street defense, along with
learning to use their minds as well as their
bodies.
Tae Kwon Do is now being taught at UNF
Classes meet Monday-Thursday in the
Arena’s East Half Court between 7:30 p.m.
and 8:30 p.m. for beginners and 8:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. for the advanced.
Last semester was the starting point for
the club and attendance consisted mostly of

By Kim Walker

The American flag is a com
mon icon but it’s been used for
more than just pledging alle
giance.
Presidents plaster it through
out their campaigns. Advertis
ers strew its image across their
models’ clothes. Artists ma
nipulate it on their canvases.
Some demonstrators occasion
ally elect to bum it.
Whether its representation
has been used to elicit emo
tional appeals, sensual appeals
or buying appeals, the flag in
all its glory, has not always
been just a flag.
In order for students to deci
pher their way through this
muck of media manipulation
it’s important to understand the
advertising and political agen
das in American culture.
Professor Jack Solomon,
from California State Univer

sity at Northridge, will present
a free lecture,“Image is Every
thing: Interpreting the Signs of
American Culture,”in the
Robinson Theatre (Bldg. 14,
Rm. 1311) on Monday at 7:30
p.m. The discourse embraces
the topic of semiotics, a branch
of cultural studies specializing
in the analysis and interpreta
tion of cultural signs and im
ages.
“We live in an age of the
image, a media-driven world
where sound-bites and spin doc
tors dominate the political
scene,” said Solomon, author
and co-author of several books.
“Guided by the logic of ad
vertising, whereby signs of de
sire are substituted for substan
tial products and services,
American popular and political
culture must be decoded before
it can be understood,” Solomon
elaborated. “Hence the subject ,
of presentation: an introduction

other 6.3 acres of the preserve. Al
though, according to Golden, the trans
formation seems to be working, he
points out that mature wetlands can
not be replaced over a short time.
“There are many fine universities
with a much larger student population
that occupy much smaller tracts of
property,” said Golden, “and our wild
land is a unique asset that sets the
university apart from all others.”
Unless there is an enrollment cap
applied to the school, an unlikely cir
cumstance after the celebration fol
lowing the enrollment of the 10,000th
student, the administration is bound to
try to expand the school. And, instead
of using some of the more common
sand ridge area, which is prime devel
opment land, and as such is a rapidly
disappearing ecosystem in Florida,
Golden is afraid they may decide to
use the closer wetlands.
At this time, expansion seems in
evitable for the school situated on an
undervalued treasure. But perhaps
greater local interest and action can
inspire forethought in those who make
decisions about future land use.

Counseling Corner: from anxiety to Zeitgeist...

Q: I am a freshman from Orlando, Florida indicate that for
and had been looking forward to UNF since some, extra in
graduation in May. I wanted to “be on my own." come leads to
But, college hasn’t been what I expected. At unhappiness.
times, Γm lonely and confused, and wonder if Persons having
I’ve made a mistake. What do you think?
excess income
...Freshman
reported having more complex lifestyles, looser
A: Freshman: The freshman year of college social relationships, more difficult financial
can be stressful... especi ally for the first month or record keeping and greater fear of theft than did
so. As a young first-year student, you typically persons with basic incomes.
must cope with a great deal of change. And,
Researchers also found that pay raises, in
change (positive or negative) at any age, can be general, only temporarily increase a person’s
stress-provoking.
happiness. As a person gets used to having more
At age 18 or 19, developmentally, you are in money, he or she begins to set higher goals. So,
the midst of the transition from late-adolescence how much is too much, you ask? Studies have
to early-adulthood. You are leaving the ‘famil found a declining effect of income on happiness
iar’ for the ‘unknown’. It can be a difficult time beginning at salaries well below $100,000.
and an exciting time as well. New roles, chang
ing expectations and the beginning of the sepa
New Meaning To Feeling “Blue” - You’re
ration from family are common challenges.
stressed out and are reluctant to try counseling or
As a first-year student, you have new inde medication. Don’t worry, otheroptions are avail
pendence. You also have new responsibilities as
able. You now can
well New friends, experiences and challenges
slip on a pair of
lie ahead. Some isolation may also come with
goggles that will
your new independence at first. It takes time to
bathe your eyes in
adjust to the ‘newness’ of college life after
therapeutic, stress
leaving the secure familiarity of friends, family
reducing colored
and surroundings in Orlando.
light. So claims
So, we are not surprised that you have expe Australian goggle manufacturer, Optron
rienced some loneliness and confusion. But these
The goggles purportedly can tap into the
feelings should subside in time as you adjust. If body’s own healing capacity. They can be ad
the feelings persist, increase or you now find justed for yellow light (stimulates thinking and
them to be overwhelming, we suggest you talk to creativity), green light (reduces anxiety) or red
light (increases physical energy and reverses
to semiotics as we take a c∞k's a personal counselor. It’s free.
depression).
tour through the terrain of con
Q:
I
’
ve
heard
of
‘
phobias
’
,
but
what
is
Skeptics have questioned whether the
temporary American culture.”
‘
agoraphobia
’
?.
.
.Curious
goggles have any therapeutic value.
Dr. Brian Striar, director of
A:
Curious:
Agoraphobia
comes
in
two
forms;
UNF’s Humanities Council and
one is associated with a person who has a history
Some Thinking May Be Hazardous To
co-sponsor of the event said
of Panic disorder, the other is not.
Your
Health - Results from a recent study
Solomon will discuss “how our
Agoraphobia is anxiety and/or avoidance of indicate that some drivers have dangerous thought
politics and advertising, how
places or situations from which escape might patterns that lead to more automobile accidents.
our entire culture is dominated
seem difficult or embarrassing or in which help
Five distinct patterns linked to predictable
by signs that represent mean
might not be available in the event of a panic sets of driving-related errors have been identi
ing, often times consisting of
attack. Common agoraphobic fears often deal fied. Drivers from all five patterns were found to
subliminal messages.”
Striar says it is important for with being in crowded places (e.g., malls or use seat belts significantly less often than other
students be aware of the tactics theaters), traveling on buses or airplanes, being drivers. “Impatient” and “macho” drivers in
with which the American pub on a bridge or in a elevator, or simply leaving particular, reported greaterdifficulty purchasing
insurance because of their poorer driving
lic is often bombarded. “If you one’s home.
For
some
the
anxiety
and/or
avoidance
be

records.
really want to understand your
comes so intense that it disrupts their normal
Researchers hoped to use their findings to
.culture you have to understand
routine socially, occupationally or otherwise. A help train aviators. They claim that accidents
literary theory and sign theory,”
person may develop such a fear that they change could be avoided if pilot thought patterns were
he said.
jobs, so as not to have to cross a bride, for identified beforehand.
Solomon has taught at
example.
CSUN since 1991. Previous to
Counseling questions can be submitted con
his present career, he served as
Zeitgeist...
fidentially
to the Counseling Center, Founders
an assistant professor of En
Hall,
Bldg.
2, Rm. 2086. Questions will be
glish at UCLA and as an in
$$Money Problems - Would you be happier answered as space permits. Counseling services
structor and teaching fellow at
if you had more money? Perhaps not.
are available free-of-charge to all students. Call
Harvard University.
Results from a University of Illinois study 646-2602 or stop by the office.

women. Now that several months passed,
the talent and attendance has increased. Club
member Mike Mathews commented, “Tae
Kwon Do is great for self defense and every
one has a good time.”
Instructors include 1993 U.S. National
Team Alternate and 3rd Degree black belt,
Shelby Creech, and 1994 U.S. National Bronze
medalist and 1st Degree black belt, Ann
Duskin.
Creech has studied other arts such as
HapKiDo, Kempo Karate, Jujitsu and Tang
Soo Do and has stolen many state and national
championships from his opponents. Duskin,
also a student of HapKiDo, Kempo Karate
and Jujitsu, is a Florida State Gold medalist
and a U.S. Jr. Olympic champion.
The art of Tae Kwon Do requires no expe
rience and welcomes the newcomer. Compe
tition begins with the white belt in local tour
naments and leads to the U.S. Nationals for
black belts.
More than anything, this martial art pro
vides self control, inner peace, positive atti
tude, patience, improved flexibility, endur
ance and life saving self defense tactics.
Tae Kwon Do builds composure and al
lows tranquility to the most frazzled of minds.
Creech optimistically pointed out, “Our goal
is to not only teach tournament techniques but
to teach street self defense.”

California prof to speak on media manipulation
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

area to start taking the steps necessary
to protect it. However, such sporadic
efforts could leave the preserve exist
ing like an old, patched-up pair of
jeans—barely holding itself together.
No new ^expansion is planned at
this writing, and if it were, it would
come under close scrutiny from the
oldest organization at the school Sawmill Slough, a student environ
mental group. They would not, how
ever, necessarily oppose widening of
the school.
“It would depend on where the
expansion is,” said Rexanne Bruno,
the club’s standing advisor. Some ar
eas, she explained, are more sensitive
than others.
John Golden agrees that some of
the five ecosystems are more impor
tant than others. The swamp areas are
valuable and difficult to replace. When
the loop road was built, about 2.4 acres
of wetlands were destroyed. Although
the throughway was in the original
plans for the school, its building in
cited protest, much of it from Sawmill
Slough. Ultimately the administration
agreed to re establish wetlands in an
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£$££ Classified Advertisements in the Spinnaker! Get on
that fax machine and let people know what’s on your mind!
Fax 928-3964 to reserve your free CLASSIFIED ADS! Space is limited! First come, first serve!

GREEK CORNER
$1,000 Fundraiser - Fraternities, Sororities & Student
Organizations. You've seen credit card fundraisers before,
but you've never seen the Citibank fundraiser that pays
$5.00 per application. Call Donna at 1-800-932-0528 ext.
65. Qualified callers receive a FREE camera.

A really effective Fundraiser for any campus organization
- Fraternities, Sororities, Student Groups. Better than
anything you've tried before! Provide your organization
with a substantial ongoing souce of income. Can be
profitable for individual members as well. Call Ron at 904
262-6802 or 459-7777 (beeper) for more information.
Alpha Kappa Alpha presents its annual Pearls of Passion
Ball on November 17. Dress: semi-formal. Time: 9 p.m.
Place: Bldg. 14 first floor.

CLUBS
Wanted!!!
Individuals, Student Organizations and Small Groups to
Promote SPRING BREAK 96. Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. CALL THE NATION'S LEADER, INTER
CAMPUS PROGRAMS
http://www.icpt.com
1-800-327-6013
Hello Fellow Pagans: If you are interested in being a
member of a Pagan/Wiccan group please call Don
Dougherty at 448-9145 for more information.
Blessed be
Meet a new friend at the next International Students
Assn, meeting Friday Oct. 27, Bldg. 14, Rm. 1603

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship Weekly small group
bible studies: Mon 7:30-9 p.m., F-106; Tues 8:15-10
p.m., B-203; Wed 8-9:30 p.m∕ W-2220 Drama; Wed 7-8
p.m. Club Commons, Prayer Thurs 7-8 p.m. Club
Commons. Everyone welcome.

Get Psyched! Join the UNF Psychology Club. We promote
fellowship, research and service in the field of psychology.
Applications available in the psychology dept, Bldg. 39,
Floor 4, Lifetime membership $10 For more info call Lisa
McCalpin 721-0901

Need something different? Exciting? A challenge? Join the
Jacksonville Women's Rugby Team. For more info please
contact Joy at 220 9619 [10/23]
Tired of 'surfing' Court TV? Get involved! Join the Mock
Trial Intercollegiate Team For more info please contact
Martin Edwards in the Pre Law Department at 646 6753
[10/23]

The UNF Tae Kwon Do club invites ALL students to
participate in self defense courses Classes are held Mon
Thurs from 7:30 to 9:30 in the east half court (Arena) [10/
31]
The fellowship of Christian Athletes would like to invite
EVERYONE to attend weekly Monday night meetings in
the gym. Athlete or not, come out for fun, fellowship and
friends!

Join us the Unified Ministries of UNF. Mon , Wed and
Thurs. For more information call the office. 928-3254 Get
saved today

tat for Humanity on Sat Oct. 21 and 28. For more info call
646-2755 [10/27]
UNF Pottery Guild's Pottery Sale Oct. 23 thru Oct. 26 from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. in front of the bookstore.
Wanted: UNF Pottery Guild Logo. Will offer an award for the
best design for our club. Win two tickets to Adventure
Landing-GoKart. Sponsored by UNFPG. For more info call
Barbara: 928-3359.

Design Contest: A $25 reward for the best t-shirt design for
our club. Sponsored by UNF Pottery Guild. For guidelines
and rules call Barbara at 928-3359.

⅛
The Volunteer Student Association needs your food for our
food drive. We are collecting non-perishable food for Angel
Aid. Please put the food in our boxes, located in Bldg 14 on
the Floor 2 and inside most buildings. Thank you for your
help!

ASL Club Meeting 7:30 p.m. Mondays - Senate Chambers,
Bldg 14
UNF College Republicans will begin meeting every other
Thurs at 7 p.m. in the Senate Chambers (Bldg. 14, Rm. 2602)
beginning Oct. 19. We welcome ALL who are interested in
either learning about or becoming a part of the REPUBLI
CAN revolution. Contact David Gonzales at 695-0676 for
more info.
'

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Listen Up! Music in Fernandina Beach. New and used tapes,
CDs, books on tape. 205 1/2 Centre Street, (904) 277-9666.

Have a Halloween Candy Gram delivered to your friends.
Buy a designer tie or a club T-shirt from International Stu
dents Assn. Look for our table Oct 23-27.
Start your holiday spirit-by sponsoring a needy family by
giving them giftst this holiday season! Help the Volunteer
Center in bringing joy to others. For more information call
646-2755.

Lose Weigh! 8 100 lbs , Fast and Easy, GUARANTEED
Burns Fat, increases energy. 100% natural. Doctor recom
mended Willpower in a bottle! Ask for special discount. Call
642∙3733
LOSE WEIGHT FAST AND MAKE IT LAST! I've lost over 50
pounds and have kept it off!! Call Irene for free information at
744-2789

HELP WANTED
MARKET RESEARCH INTERVIEWERS
P/T. Flex hrs Perfect for college students Computer exp
Near Avenues Mall Call Market Horizons, Inc. 26C 2001 Ext.
20
Looking for something different? Here's an opportunity to
make some significant money while you are in school and set
yourself up for a continuing income after you graduate Part
time, flexible hours Call Ron at 904 262 3802 or 459-7777
(beeper) for more information
Black belt self-defense instruction programs foryouth. Great
money - few hours. . the perfect college job. Good transpo
a must. Central Florida corp expanding into Jax. For inter
view — Barry -- Young Olympians (collect if need be) (813)
973-7448

Graduate School Workshop: Everything you wanted to
know about the graduate school application process - but
didn’t want to ask! Thur., Oct. 19, noon -1:15 ρ.m. Bldg. 15,
Rm. 3003 (Matthews Comp Sci Bldg)

ATTENTION DEDICATED STUDENTS!!!!! Do you want a
job to fit your schedule? F∕T, P∕T, a job that will ENHANCE
your future credibility? Think PINKERTON SECURITY. Im
mediate openings close to UNF, Ponte Vedra, Jacksonville.
Perfect for students in CRIMINAL JUSTICE. Opportunities to
ADVANCE. Call Operations Manager Morgan Baker 904
730-8174, 8384 Baymeadows Rd #1 Jacksonville 32256

Amnesty International meets every Wed. at noon in the
club commons Bldg. 14, floor 2. Defend human rights. The
price of freedom is eternal vigilance. More info? Call 928
3390 [12/05]
Building houses, building lives! Students, faculty, and staff
volunteers needed to help the Volunteer Center and Habi

Legal Admin. Assistant; 10 hours weekly; Need dependable
person with car; small office in Mandarin; Call 733-2594 for
more information
ATTENTION SPORTS MINDED INDIVIDUALS
Osprey Radio is now taking applications for the following
positions for the fall semester:
Commentators, Announcers, Production Assistants for bas
ketball (men’s and women's), baseball and softball.
All those interested please contact CLE at 232-7212 or
Osprey Radio at 646-2908.
Applications will also be available at the station (Bldg. 2/
Room 2605) or the Communications and Visual Arts office
(Bldg. 3/Room 2401).

Hiring bar staff, fun work environment, good pay with
flexible hours - Dante's Purgatory Pub, 11961 Beach Blvd
across from the Alhambra, 2 miles east of St. Johns Bluff,
641-0805

WORK AT HOME, 10-15 Hours per week Around your
schedule! Earn $500- $800 per month. Full training provided
(904) 744-2789

Roomate needed: Atlantic Bch 18th St. N. -1200 sq. ft.,
2bed∕2bath, $350/month with $350 dep. No smoking, no
pets. P∞l, tennis courts, gym, pool table. 2 blocks from
beach in a gated community. 904-247-4938 or page 1
800-306-9524 anytime.
Non-smoking $175/month plus 1/3 utilities. Located
near UNF and FCCJ. Call 724-1722

Neptune Bch - Room for rent in 3 bedroom house. Non
smokers preferred. $250/month + 1/3 utilities. Call for
John or Tim at 246-1202.
Non smoker, professional grad student -- own room &
bath in 2Bed 2Bath house. Wash & dryer, nice home 1
mile from UNF. $275/month + 1/2 utilities. Must be neat.
Can call after 5 p.m. - 641-8926
Non-smoking single female seeks same to rent room
(with walk-in closet and ceiling fan) in Arlington
townhouse. Townhouse is on pool. Controlled p.m.
access to complex. Complex has health club. Monthly
rent, with utilities (local phone, electric, cable) is $300.
Call 721-7403 after 5 p.m. weeknights for more info. [10/
23]

Serious non-smoking student/professor female. Room
to rent. Everything included, nice area, call 904-797
9473

Wanted: Bilingual people from, and/or have contacts in

Europe, South America or the Pacific Rim to help with our
Pre-Law Students: Those interested in becoming a part of
the Pre-Law Society or those desiring information pertaining
to this organization- please ∞ntact Lisa York at 642-5589

Are you ready to compete in business? Do you want to
compete with a team and excel as an individual? Would
you like to network with present and future business
leaders? Then Phi Beta Lambda is the organization for
you. Contact Anthony Williams at 646-2750

Come play the fastest sport on two feet! Join the UNF
Lacrosse club. If interested call 928-3364 and ask for
Randy. Meetings start soon so call today! [11/31]

M-F; 12:30 am-5am;4:30am-8:30 am; 12:30 pm-5:30 pm;
5:30 pm -10:30 pm. Apply in person Mon., 8 am to 11 am or
Tues. 1 pm - 4 pm at 2480 N. Lane Ave, Jacksonville. Must
be 18 years old and a high school graduate.

Local ∞mpany needs P/T employees. Hrs 3:30 - 8:30 M-F,
warehouse work/labor. Apply in person to Jim Fricke at
11251 Phillips Parkway Dr. E.
Part-time Loaders and Unloaders - Roadway package sys
tem is accepting applications. Excellent pay $6.50/hr start +
$1/hr towards tuition for evening shifts, $7.00/hr + $1/hr
towards tuition for morning shifts. All shifts 20-25 hrs weekly

FLU SHOTS

rapidly expanding Global Health and Nutritional Company.
Last year's sales in excess of 900 million. P/T 1,000 - 2,000
∕mo. F/T 4,0∞ -10,∞0 ∕mo. Call Now, 642-3568
International Company seeking people from Taiwan, Japan,
Spanish countries and other foreign countries to help with
my rapidly expanding gloDal Business
For appointment call Irene at 744 2789.
Accounting software ∞mpany needs a student part-time
with a strong interest in ∞mputers with some accounting
knowledge. Please call 260-7766 for more information.

Manager- Condo provided, maintenance & security, mature,
either PT with condo provided only or, if available, full-time
small income available plus 1 -bed condo. At beach, call 745
3940 leave message.
Part-time and full-time work at Diamond Car Wash. $5/hr
start +$1/hr tips Hours of operation are 8 AM to 6 PM Pick
your shift. Diamond Car Wash 11571 Beach Blvd (1 blck
east of St Johns Bluff) 642-9905
Office computer skills, prefer access, windows environment,
some telemarketing, good phone voice, flex hrs, P/T day
Arlington, $7/hr. Do not call, send resume to 2280 Shepard
St #601.Jax FL 32211

Major International Health and Nutrition Co. Looking for
people who: like to work with people, have willingness to
work, desire to learn, able to train and supervise others P/T
1C 20k+ per year, F/T, 30 50k÷ per year Serious Career
Opportunity, Flexible hours, full training and support Seri
ous inquiries only. For further information call 642 3568

TYPING SERVICES
Typing Service - Term papers, etc. Pick up and deliver, if
needed 645 3480

Papers and projects typed quickly and accurately Laser
printer and color printer. Call Kelly at 745-1782
Reasonable prices - reports, letters, word processing, spread
sheets. Letter quality printing. Pick-up and Delivery. 24 hour
turnaround services. Call Sharon McPherson at 744-3786

Term papers/Projects/Resumes typed within 24 hours. Call
262-2130 and ask for Jean.

PROFESSIONAL TYPI NG SERVIC E Top quality laser printer,
computer disks, low rates. Call Lois King at 745-4091 or9490180 (pager on campus) Student discounts available [ind]

ROOMMATES
Roommate needed - Arlington area. 3 bedroom, 1 bath
house with large backyard. Female preferred, non-smoker.
$275 + 1/2- call 743-8366, leave message.

THIS SERVICE WILL BE PROVIDED
BY THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
STUDENT HEALTH AT 646-2900
INDIVIDUALS WHO REQUIRE REASONABLE
ACCOMODATION MUST NOTIFY HEALTH SERVICES
AT BLDG 14 OR CALL 646-2900 AT LEAST FIVE (5)
WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO THE EVENT.

Full∕Part time nanny. San Jose Area. 737-1001

Nanny/housekeeper wanted, part-time, to nelpwltn street
children and household in Orange Park home. Reliable
car a must. Experience and references required. Not
looking for just a babysitter. 272-2388.

FOR SALE
Elegant wedding gown. Satin white with beading, train,
open back. Size 6, $550. Call Michelle at 646-1510.
Very Puffy Slipfor under prom or wedding dress. White,
size 4. $45.00 Call 744 0578 leave message. In brand
new condition, worn once

OAKLEY Sub Zeroes, violet lenses, like new. $50.00
obo. Call 928 3369 if interested, ask for Randy. [11/14]

1981 fou. door Volvo 2400 L. Good condition. Runs
well $ 1800 or best offer. Must sell. Chris (904) 292 5349
Queen size futon with cover (frame not incl.) Excellent
condition. $50 Call 249-5439 and leave message.

MISCELLANEOUS
Let's share a ride from St. Augustine back and forth on
Tues and Thurs Please call Iris 904-797-9473

LOOKING FOR LOSERS! Loseweightandgainenergy.
It really works. 1-800 864 1141
FREE MAKEOVER! Update your look for Fall with Mary
Kay Cosmetics. Specialized skin care/nail care classes
available. I think you deserve the best, don't you? Call
Deborah Webster 264-0742.

TRIPPIN BALLS upcoming showdates: FOP Lodge (off
Marsh Landing) Oct. 14 @ 9 p.m. with G-Squad and
Pocket Weasel.
Building houses, building lives! Students, faculty, and
staff volunteers needed to help the Volunteer Center
and Habitat for Humanity on Sat Oct. 21 and 28. For
more info call 646-2755 [10/27]
Tell them you saw it in the Spinnaker! Reserve your
classified ad today by faxing to 928-3964, but hurry!
Space is limited, First come first serve!

For on-campus activities and events advertised, those
individuals requiring reasonable accomodation must
contact the above clubs at their listed phone numbers at
least five (5) working days in advance. To find phone
numbers not explicitly given in the above advertisement,
please call Student Development at 646-2525.

Hair Raising Prices on Art Supplies ?
Not at College Book Rack

Nov. 9,1995

10 am - 2 pm
FEE $5.00

CHILD CARE

*Sketch Pads
**,Canvas∕ Watercolor Paper
"*,Drawing Pencils & Supplies
’•’Paint Brushes
**,Gesso

"•■poster Board/ Fome Cor
COLLEGE BOOK RACK
11292 BEACH BLVD.
LLE, FL 32246
(904) 642 - 7582
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Beautiful South releases witty, satiric best-of album - ¾6yifex
THE BEST OF THE BEAUTIFUL SOUTH

By David Agnew
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Beautiful South likes to
shock you.
Don’t imagine that they’re
some kind of death metal or
gross-out grunge band though.
Beautiful South is a gentle, folky
band from England that has a
slightly different viewpoint on
just about everything. Their new
best-of album Carry On Up the
Charjs is a collection of their
best satires and catchiest tunes.
For you money-concious
college people who don’t buy
best-of albums because you al
ready have all the band’s al
bums, get this one anyway. The
band has seen fit to go back in
the studio and record 15 tunes,

mostly all-new versions of their
best songs.
Curiously, one of their
catchiest and most political
tunes is missing from the col
lection, an Irish angst song titled
“Have You Ever Been Away.”
Other than that glaring omis
sion, the rest of the album is an
eye-opening dose of humor and
very subtle social commentary.
Take “I’ll Sail this Ship
Along,” which sounds like a
sincere lost love song until you
hear Paul Heaton sing he ’ll bum
himselfalive to get the girl back.
Or “36D,” their previously un
available import single about
the social advantages — and
pitfalls — of large breast size.
“You Keep It All In” tackles

modem psychoanalysis and
domestic violence.
Beautiful South often takes
subtle jabs at the music indus
try too. “Song for Whoever” is
an obvious take-off on songs
written around mysterious
women’s names. “One Last
Love Song” is just what it says,
except sung from the viewpoint
of a scummy, uncaring music
producer (“Give me one last
video/all dressed in black,
dressed in black.”)
Chances are you haven’t
ever heard of Beautiful South,
even if they’ve been slowly
climbing up charts in Europe
and America on the alternative
scene. The industry, in its own
silly way, is trying to market

them to the same folks who
listen to Alanis Morissette or
Hootie and the Blowfish, when
the band’s own subtle intellec
tualism is more suited for people
who dig Rush or Yes.
The least memorable song
on the album, “Dream a Little
Dream of Me,” comes off some
Generation X movie soundtrack
and isn’t much more than a
cheap marketing gimmick.
Beautiful South is witty and
charming and often too smart
for its own good. Which means
you’ll love them if you have a
brain, and that you’ll never see
them on MTV. The best-of al
bum is long overdue, and maybe
the industry will be kind enough
to allow them a cult following.

STOP «C EE M N G
WITH Wl R
P2JFESS0RS.
Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you
to sleep, Revive withVivarinβ Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin'sβ the safe

way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.

So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way

the bottom.

Revive with

V1VAR1N
⅛⅛sr** .0

8mrthKlm∙ B—cham
Consumer HeattħCΛre

∞

Each tablet contains 200 mg of caffeine, equal to about two cups of coffee. Use only as directed.

r( Dottie Dorion Fitness Center )-1

. FREE FOOD
• DOOR PRIZES
• FITNESS FAIR
• SPEECH BY
PRESIDENT
HERBERT
• PEP BAND
PERFORMANCE
• HEALTH
ACTIVITY
BOOTHS
ENTIRE STUDENT
BODY INVITED!

N

UNIVERSITY OF

NORTH
FLORIDA

Note: Individuals who require reasonable accomodation in order to participate, must notify
the Recreation Office, University of North Florida, 4567 St. Johns Bluff Road, S., Jacksonville,
FL 32224-2645 at this address or by phone (646-2998) at least five working days in advance.

October 31, 1995 at 12:30 p.m.
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Ospreys get second
shot at No. 1 Saturday
By Tom Kopacz
OF THE STAFF

Revenge,
the Sunshine
State Confer
ence lead and
a possible
NCAA tour
nament bid
will all be on
the line for the UNF volleyball
team this weekend, along with
the spotlight of live television.
The Ospreys, ranked No. 14
in Division II last week, will
take on the top-ranked Bucca
neers Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at
the UNF Arena. They hope to
avenge a 15-1.15 3,15-11 loss
at B arry Sept. 23. The winner of

cast on a tape-delayed basis Nov.
1 at noon and 11:30 p.m.
UNF head coach Mike
Welch said the match has sev
eral implications. “If we win
that [match], then that’ll get us a
tie for the conference champi
onship,” he said. “It also could
make us No. 1 in the region,
which would give us a bye in the
first round of [NCAA]
regionals.”
UNF will enter the match
without one of its top players.
Senior outside hitter Janice
Turner blew out her knee in the
first game against St. Francis at
the Tampa Invitational Satur
day afternoon.
With Turner and senior out

lf we can pick apart [Barry's]
block, then we can work on
their defense."
UNF setter Missy Eri×on
the match this weekend should
have the inside track to the con
ference title. UNF (19-8) is in
second place with an 8-1 con
ference record, while Barry (24
2) leads the SSC at 9-0.
Continental Cablevision will
telecast the match live on its
channel 25. It will be available
throughout Continental’s fran
chise area. Sdnshine Network
will show Continental’s broad

‘NO, DUMMY, THE BALL IS OVER HERE... ’

Cecil Mourning handles the ball as Dan Phoebus (32) defends against him during men’s basketball
practice Thursday evening at the UNF Arena. In the background, Jason Brafford (back to camera)
αefends against Derek Hessler. The UNF men’s and women’s basketball teams began preseason
practice Oct. 15. The men’s team opens its season Nov. 18 against Pfeiffer at 2 p.m. at the arena.
The women’s basketball team opens its 1995-96 season Nov. 17 with the Sunshine State
Conference/Gulf South Conference Tipoff Classic. Tampa will play West Georgia at 5:30 p.m. and
UNF will take on Mississippi University for Women at 7:30 p.m. Tampa and UNF will swap opponents
Nov. 18. (Photo by Tom Kopacz/Editor-in-Chief)

UNFloses three matches;
Turner out for season
By Tom Kopacz
OF THE STAFF

The UNF volley
ball team lost three
out of four matches
at the Tampa Invita
tional over the week
end. The Ospreys
also lost one of their
top players, as senior
outside hitter Janice Turner tore her
left anterior cruciate ligament in the
first game against St. Francis Saturday
afternoon. Coach Mike Welch said she
is out for the season.
“She jumped up to attack a ball,” he
said. “When she came down, she came
down a little funny and hurt her knee.”
Welch said the timing was kind of
sad. “She’s a senior, so ... she has
already played her last college match,”
he said.
Turner transferred to UNF last year
after two years at Florida Community
CollegeJacksonville, where she was
named all-conference both years.

•∙∙
UNF 3, Edinboro, Pa., 0 (Tampa,
Friday)—The Ospreys opened play at
theTampa Invitational with a 15-6,15
11,15-9 win over Edinboro. Freshman
outside hitter Becky De Jong led UNF
with 20 kills. Turner had 17 kills and
16 digs.
Brigham Young University-Hawaii 3, UNF 0 (Tampa, Friday) —
BYU-Hawaii hammered the Ospreys
15-3, 15-0, 15-10 in the second round

of the Tampa tournament. De Jong led
UNF with six kills, 15 total attacks and
six digs. Junior setter Missy Erixon
also had six digs.
“They played great,” Welch said.
“We just did not play very well at all.”
In the third game of the match,
Welch put in some of the freshman
reserves against the Seasiders. “They
played fearlessly, and the score was a
lot closer because of that,” he said. “It
didn’t get us a win but it at least set a
tone there that, ‘If you’re not playing,
you’re pulling out. Somebody else is
waiting to take your spot.’”
St. Francis 3, UNF 0 (Tampa, Sat
urday) — In addition to losing Turner,
UNF lost the match against St. Francis
15-7,15-2,15-10. Grafled the Ospreys
with 11 kills, and De Jong added 10.
She led the Ospreys defensively with
13 digs.
“After [Turner’s injury] happened,
we kind of had to makeshift a lot be
cause between Janice and Wendy
[Balut] both being out, we run a twoperson pass and those are both our
passers, so that put a big hurt on our
passing game,” Welch said.
Henderson State3, UNF 1 (Tampa,
Saturday) — UNF won the first game
of the match 15-12, then lost three
straight games to the visitors from
Texas.
Melissa Flynn led the Ospreys with
13 kills and a .435 hitting percentage.
De Jong made 11 kills. Brittany Runo
led the Osprey defense with 18 digs.

side hitter Wendy Balut both
out at least temporarily with in
juries, Welch has had to juggle
the lineup. Because freshman
middle hitter Becky De Jong
has moved to the outside to cover
Balut’s spot, Welch said he is
not sure who will cover for
Turner.
“What’s ending up happen
ing is that our middle [hitters]
are ending up becoming our

outside hitters, which makes us
not as strong on the outside and
makes us even weaker in the
middle,” he said. “We’re really
fourpositions weaker with these
changes.”
However, things may be
looking up. Balut, who sprained
her ankle Oct. 11 at Florida Tech,
has progressed more rapidly than
anticipated and is nearly ready
to play. “By Friday, we hope to
have Wendy back and we can
kind of get people back in their
roles a little bit,” Welch said.
“Just by having Wendy back,...
that’s a significant increase in
our talent, and then that allows
somebody to move back to their
position.”
Welch said the Bucs draw
strength from theirphysical play.
“They’ve got five players in their
lineup that are six feet tall, and
actually one of them is six feet
and the rest are sixfoot-two to
six-foot-four,” he said. “That
gave us a lot of problems on the
road down there because they
were just blocking so well. Ob
viously, we don’t face a block
that big at all.”
He said pressing Barry af
fects them. “Whenever you put
pressure on teams, they respond
two ways,” he said. “Barry has
at times not responded very well.
... If we can perform at a real

see BUCS, page 11

Soccer three-of-a-kind: loss, win, tie
By James Birr
Tom Kopacz

and

OF THE STAFF

UNF
The
mens soccer
team got a little
of everything this
week: a win, a
loss and a tie.
The Ospreys
(6-4-3 overall, 1 ■2-2 Sunshine State
Conference) opened the week with
a 4-0 loss at defending Division II
champion Tampa Wednesday. The
match nearly got cancelled due to
the weather; Tampa’s Peppin-Rood
Stadium was soaked after heavy
rains in the area.
“The referees turned around and
said they didn’t want to play it,”
said UNF coach Ray Bunch. “Obvi
ously we’d gone all the way down
there. We wanted to get it in.”
Tampa took a quick 2-0 lead
early in the second half. “Then the
heartbreaker came right before half
time,” Bunch said. “It was a defen
sive mistake, really.”
Bunch said he was happy with
the way UNF played. “It was a case
of the chances they had, they pun
ished us for [allowing] it, and we
had a few chances and we just didn’t
take advantage of it.”
The Ospreys had an unlikely hero
in Thursday night’s 4-0 win over
visiting Lees-McRae College.
Sophomore Vanya Zec-Bobek,
normally the Ospreys’ goalkeeper,

played forward in the game. He sparked
the offense in the second half, scoring
three goals on assists from Pat Skrzydel
and Chris Dunn.
‘Two years ago I played forward,
but this year coach asked me to play
goalkeeper ... we were short on play
ers, so coach decided to use the other
goalie [Heath Hardin] and use me as a
sub,” said Zec-Bobek.
The UNF offense dominated the
first half, but was unable to capitalize
on its 12 shots on goal, while the de
fense allowed only four Bobcat shots.
In the second half, the fireworks
started. Dunn crossed a ball to ZecBobek which he headed home for a 1 0 lead. The first goal came 10 minutes
into the second half. Zec-Bobek scored
again about a minute later to make the
score 2-0. Pat Skrzydel made the score
3-0 when he rocketed a shot off the bar
and into the net.
“We had a talk at halftime and we
started to play different,” Skrzydel said.
Zec-Bobek put the finishing touches
on the Bobcats (2-13) with his third
goal on an assist from Joel Donovan.
After the scoring, the Ospreys blasted
11 shots on goal while holding the
Bobcats to just three second-half shots.
Bunch had enough confidence in
Zec-Bobek to switch him from goal
keeper to forward.
“He (Zec-Bobek) knows where the
goal is ... he’s a danger to score. The
nice thing about him is that he’s very
versatile,” said Bunch.
' -' Sunday at UNF turned out to be

poker day. The referee dealt cards
right and left while the Ospreys and
Florida Tech battled to a 2-2 tie.
UNF rang up two goals quickly to
start the game. Dunn scored in the
sixth minute when A.J. Romano
tipped him a ball that FIT goalkeeper
Martin Peat had mishandled. It was
Dunn’s second goal of the season.
Romano added UNF’s second goal in
the 15th minute on a breakaway.
“What we did was we got the early
lead and then we sat back, which we
shouldn’t have,” Romano said. “We
should’ve just kept hitting it at them,
which we didn’t, and unfortunately
they scored two goals.”
The Panthers came back in the
second half. Jamie Phillips put FIT on
the board in the 70th minute, with an
assist by Jesse Goldfarb. They nearly
tied the game in the 87th minute on a
penalty kick by Goldfarb, but goal
keeper Heath Hardin yanked in the
point-blank shot.
Hardin’s effort went for naught.
Goldfarb scored about a minute later
off Alex Byrne’s comer kick. Neither
side could dent the net in extra time.
“It was a little bit disappointing to
tie with a goal like that after we just
saved a penalty,” Bunch said.
The game was UNF’s third in five
days. “Of course that’s taken its toll
on us,” Bunch said. “I thought basi
cally, we had the better chances in
extra time. I thought we kind of rushed
the free kick that we had. I thought
that was a great opportunity.”
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Game on!... and so is the sucker punch
However, I have to wonder how Samuelsson
will be an effective enforcer now that Domie has
shown everyone that he has a glass jaw.
•∙∙

The Sports Column
by Tom Kopacz
The most surprising thing about the new
NHL season — even more so than the unde
feated start of the Hartford Whalers — has to be
the end of Ulf Samuelsson’s career as a thug.
The New York Rangers ’ defenseman—who
is not only one of the toughest men in the league,
but one of the toughest men in Ne w York—went
down Oct. 14 after a suckerpunch from Toronto
brute Tie Domie during a game in Toronto’s
Maple Leaf Gardens.
After briefly grappling along the boards in
New York’s end, Domie skated up behind
Samuelsson near the goal. Domie’s left glove
suddenly flew six feet away as he turned to the
right and levelled Samuelsson with one of the
most devastating left hooks I’ve ever seen.
Samuelsson went down like an anchor.
Ironically, many people calling national sports
talk shows say Samuelsson deserved it and won
der why somebody hadn’t sucker-punched him
years ago. In an anonymous poll.pf NHL players
recently published in Sports Illustrated,
Samuelsson was named the dirtiest player in the
league.
Violence in the NHL is nothing new. The
league is finally cracking down on unnecessary
violence during games, which will no doubt
annoy companies selling those “greatest hockey
fights" videotapes.

And speaking of hockey, why did ESPN’s
Gary Thome refer to the Colorado Avalanche as
a “new franchise” when they actually are the
transplanted Quebec Nordiques?
The league refers to any moved team as a ne w
franchise, I guess to hide all the moves in league
history. Thus the New Jersey Devils’ official
franchise date is June 30, 1982 and the Calgary
Flames date is June 24,1980. Nope. The Devils
are the twice-moved Kansas City Scouts, which
came into the league in the 1974 expansion, and
the Flames were a 1972 expansion team in At
lanta.
The Nordiques’ franchise date was listed as
June 22,1979, along with three other franchises
from the defunct World Hockey Association —
Edmonton, Winnipeg and Hartford. However,
the WH A was formed in 1972. The NHL insisted
on calling them “expansion franchises.”
•∙∙

Why has UNF President Adam Herbert not
been to a volleyball match this season?
Look, Herbie, it’s like this. The volleyball
team has been in the Division II top 25 for most
of the season. The Ospreys have players at or
near the top of all the Sunshine State Conference
statistics. They’ve been breaking records all
season. Where the heck are you hiding? What are
your priorities?
And forthat matter, let's talk about my favor
ite elected official, SGA President Josh Kuethe.
Uh, Josh ... you aren’t getting that many dates.
Can we see you in the UNF Arena this weekend?
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TV Volleyball
Match
at the

University of North Florida
UNF
(nationally ranked No. 14)
vs.
Barry University
(nationally ranked No. 1)

Bucs bring tall lineup to UNF Arena
from page 10
high level and put some pres
sure on Barry, it will be inter
esting.”
He said Barry’s blocking
led to the UNF loss a month
ago in Miami. “The first two
games we didn’t handle the
block very well,” he said. “The
third game, they pulled out one
of their big players at a time, so
they had five of six starters in.
That alone was enough for us
to find enough holes in the block
to really go after them.”
Junior setter Missy Erixon
said beating Barry’s block is
the key. “If we can pick apart
their block, then we can work
ontheirdefense,” she said, add
ing that UNF made some basic
changes last month that they
can use Saturday. “We set fur
ther off the net, further than we
usually do, so we can hit around
their block better,” she said.
“We served tougher, because
they’re strictly an offensive
team.”
“If we can do that again, I
think we’ll have a better shot,”
she added.
Senior outside hitter Missy
Graf said the Ospreys need to
start this week’s match they
way they ended the match at
Barry. At one point in the third
game, UNF led Barry 11-10.
“We know what to expect this
time," she said. “I think they
were bigger than what we
thought last time."
Barry’s starting lineup av
erages just over six feet tall.
Two of those starters — senior
middle hitter Mickisha Hurley
(6-0) and sophomore outside
hitter Elvira Vakhidova (64)
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... are now our starting outside
hitters,” he said.
“That means Brittany
[Runo] comes in and somebody
else TBA [to be announced]
will be coming in and there’s
basically four people and we’re
going to look at all four of them
and find out who’s going to do
it.”

The Ospreys have an oppo
nent before Barry they must not
lose sight of. The St. Leo Mon
archs visit UNF Wednesday.
The Ospreys swept them ear
lier this season.
Because Balut is not ex
pected to play Wednesday,
Welch will continue to shuffle
the lineup. “[Middle hitter]
Melissa [Flynn] on Wednesday
is probably playing outside hit
ter, so that means both our start
ing middles [De Jong and Flynn]
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Andersson
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—were All-Americans in 1994.
A third, senior middle hitter
Wei Liu (6-2), was the SSC
Playerof the Year in 1993. Liu
is one of two players from
Beijing, China, on the Bucca
neer roster. The other is fresh
man middle hitter Cindy Yuan
(6-2).
Freshman outside hitter
Sonia Gubaidulina (6-4) leads
Barry with 4.1 kills per game.
The match will be the UNF
volleyball program’s first live
television appearance. Welch
said there will be several pro
motions centered around it.
“We’re trying to get the [U.S.]
Navy involved,” he said. “Six
hundred and fifty Girl Scout
troops have been invited
throughouta 14-county region.”
Welch added that he wants
to get a lot of people into UNF
Arena. “I think that will be part
of beating Barry, creating such
an [air of] excitement about the
match, packing the stands, hav
ing it on TV,” he said. “It’ll all
be positive energy for us and
negative energy for them, so
the more people we get to go
out there, the more we get to
work on upsetting No. 1.”
•∙∙
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BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02119
(617) 361-3631
Millions of dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.

The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
You can apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.

This Directory will provide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
high schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership programs.
Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students
annually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.
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